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Undrone Upstate
165-MILE WALK FROM SYRACUSE TO NIAGARA FALLS
Oct. 7th – 21st, 2015
Undrone Upstate is a pro-peace, anti-drone demonstration and walk to educate the public on drone operations in the
Western New York region. The group will be walking about 165 miles from the Hancock Air National Guard Base, a
national Reaper hub, to the Niagara Falls Air National Guard Base. Both bases are sites of drone operations, including
training and remote piloting of drones over Afghanistan. The walk will include outreach programs at colleges and
community centers along the way, including Rochester, Brockport, and Niagara Falls.
Kathy Kelly of Voices for Creative Nonviolence will speak at a kickoff event Sept 6 at 7pm at All Saints’ Church, 1340
Lancaster Avenue, Syracuse and join the walkers for the first few days. Kathy has been to Afghanistan many times as a
guest of the Afghan Peace Volunteers, joined other walks for peace and justice, and has been arrested protesting drone
warfare outside of U.S. military bases.
Medea Benjamin of CodePink will join the walkers when they arrive for a rally at Niagara Falls Air Base. (Details on
website below) Medea has written ‘Drone Warfare’, a book that clearly describes the disturbing issues that surround
drone warfare. CodePink has facilitated anti-drone conferences in Washington DC and CodePink members are a regular
force at drone protests at Creech Airforce Base in Nevada.
Targeted drone assassination is Obama’s favored weapon against "global terrorism." Outdoor markets, wedding parties,
and village meetings have all been subjected to drone attacks, carried out on secret evidence and with little regard for
human bystanders. The Department of Defense plans to increase its use of drones by 50 percent over the next four
years.
The purpose of the walk is to heighten public awareness of the mindless murder and relentless terror perpetrated in our
names by the criminal use of killer drones on terror suspects. Members of Upstate Drone action were among the first to
investigate drone warfare and actively begin protesting this illegal and immoral campaign.
For details of events associated with the Undrone Upstate walk, go to upstatedroneaction.org/unup-itinerary.html, or
go to the Undrone Upstate Facebook page.
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